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City Trees

President’s Message

Executive Director’s Message

Andy Hillman

Jerri J. LaHaie

I

dedicate this, my final president’s
message, to Lee J. Oplinger. Lee
was my Forestry Technician from
1996 until he succumbed to ALS on
June 18th of this year. He was the
keeper of Ithaca’s tree inventory and
my good friend and co-conspirator
in tree planting. Lee signed off on
his communications with the line,
“I came, I saw, I planted.” On the
summer solstice, we buried Lee in a
biodegradable box in Greensprings Natural Cemetery in
Newfield, NY. Lee had a great sense of humor. I know he
acknowledged the natural cemetery movement as a good
way to preserve open space and appreciated the slogan,
“Save a tree, plant yourself.”
It was to Lee that I dedicated the recent keynote I gave
at the fifteenth annual NY ReLeaf Conference in Saratoga
Springs on the beautiful Skidmore College campus. The
theme of my talk was, “What makes a great urban forestry
program?” I spoke about the easy-to-spot indications of a
highly successful municipal program. Is there a Certified
Municipal Specialist heading it up? Does the municipality receive Growth Awards from the National Arbor
Day Foundation? Is the urban forest being managed to
help achieve targets for greenhouse gas reduction? Are
standards such as ANSI A-300 and ANSI Z-133.1 applied
routinely? Have any staff members graduated from the
Municipal Forester Institute?
Beyond the technical expertise urban foresters need, there
are leadership qualities that are greatly enhanced by passion for one’s vocation. For the past two years I have been
privileged to be a member of the teaching cadre of the
SMA’s Municipal Forester Institute. It is my experience that
leadership skills can be taught and/or greatly enhanced
through the MFI curriculum, and when combined with
fervor for the profession of urban forestry, they become
far more effective.
I had hoped that the progression of Lee’s disease would
plateau and that he would be able to participate in the
2008 MFI. I set a daunting goal this year of enrolling ten
New Yorkers in the MFI. Daunting, because even though
states from Alaska to Vermont boast multiple graduates,
New York has none. At NY ReLeaf I asked for help in
a modified goal in Lee Oplinger’s memory: eight New
Yorkers in MFI ’08 (you can guess how many I’ll try for
in ’09.)
As I write this, my last message as SMA President, I thank
you for your passion and dedication to our profession.
It has been an honor to serve you, and I look forward to
traveling further along this forested path together.

www.urban-forestry.com

“What is SMA doing about _____?”
(Fill in the blank with any number of
topics you might think SMA should be
pursuing.) Sometimes our members ask
us questions like this, and usually the
answer is,“A lot!”
Since we are still a growing organization
with limited resources, remember that
SMA is not “they,” it is “you.”The good
news about this is that it gives our members a great opportunity to get involved in a topic of interest to
them and share their expertise beyond the borders of local communities. Members like Doug Still, who believed that municipal arborists needed a way to learn directly from one another and saw SMA
as an avenue to make that happen. Today, the Municipal Arborist
Exchange program is an established and successful SMA program.
You will see in this issue of City Trees that we have just
announced the dates and location of the Municipal Forester
Institute 2008. SMA member Walt Warriner brought his idea of a
weeklong leadership institute to SMA, and today MFI enters its
third year, thanks to the dedication of many SMA members who
volunteer so much of their time to developing and teaching the
MFI curriculum.
Some of our members are working tirelessly to develop relationships with other organizations that can help us further our mission. SMA Vice President George Gonzalez has been working with
the American Public Works Association through their committee
structure to focus attention on urban forestry issues. SMA Past
President Steve Shurtz was just reappointed to the National Urban
and Community Forestry Advisory Council and will serve a threeyear term, following his previous one-year appointment to fill an
unexpired term. Having the voice of SMA at these organizational
tables is another way our members can extend their expertise
beyond their own cities and contribute to SMA in a very big way.
SMA member Bob Benjamin is an example of someone who “lives
and breathes” SMA. Whether he’s attending an ISA board meeting,
an Illinois Arborists Association event, or an i-Tree Pest Module
working group conference call, Bob is wearing his SMA hat. After
a successful career as an urban forester, Bob finds retirement to be
more work than any job he’s ever had. He recently participated in
the i-Tree Train-the-Trainer class and, along with SMA member Scott
Franz, is now teaching i-Tree in communities across North America.
Andy Hillman is another person who has SMA written all over
him. Whether he is leading the Executive Board in visits to Capitol
Hill, meeting with other organizational leaders, or sharing his
vision and passion for SMA, Andy’s enthusiasm is unequaled. He
has spoken at annual conferences, taught workshops, and provided training to thousands of people this year, not to mention
leading the effort to revamp the Accreditation Program in collaboration with the Tree Care Industry Association. He has represented
SMA in meetings with the SUFC, APWA, NARC, USFS, and probably
every other letter of the alphabet I could string together.
“SMA” is doing something about just about everything, but it’s
only because of the hard work of our members that we have
become THE voice of municipal forestry. There are lots of SMA
members I could have mentioned in this column who are “doing
something” for SMA. I hope you are one of them.
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Preserving Jacksonville’s History
with Modern Urban Forestry Practices
by Jennifer Gulick, Senior Urban Forester, Davey Resource Group

Mandarin Road is lined with century-old live oak trees that give the right-of-way a unique and historic sense of time and space.

T

rees have long been viewed by humans as living symbols and markers of our civic
histories. Within their relatively long life spans, they have been alive and present
to witness the birth and subsequent events that shaped the development of our cities. Trees offer mute testimony to who we were and who we are as a community in
a way no other thing on earth can.
In Jacksonville, Florida, the public trees in two historic
areas are receiving special attention in an effort to preserve them and the cultural and natural history they
represent. Public tree inventories, advanced inspection
techniques, comprehensive management plans, and
state-of-the-art software programs are being used in
the Springfield Historic District and on the scenic and
historic Mandarin Road to help urban forest managers
and supporters meet the challenges that age, development, and weather pose to these special urban forests.
These modern urban forestry practices are being used to
protect and extend the life of trees that are intrinsically
linked to the cultural, historic, and economic vitality of
the community.
The Situation
The Springfield Historic District, established in 1869, is
one of the largest historic districts in the Southeast, and
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is listed in the U. S. Register of Historic Places. The trees in
this district contribute greatly to the ambiance and timelessness of the neighborhood. However, the high winds
and heavy rains of the tropical storms in 2004 severely
damaged a significant portion of the community’s forest.
The impact of the storms was exacerbated by the poor
species and site selections made by past developers and
property owners and by the overly mature condition of
many of the district’s trees.
The loss of these historic trees was emotionally devastating to many residents and City leaders. Organized and
heroic restoration efforts after the storm succeeded–but
the pain of the emotional, environmental, and aesthetic
losses were compounded when reimbursement from the
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) was
made more difficult because there was no documentation for the pre-storm condition of the area. The lack of
City Trees

Don Robertson conducted pre-inventory project meetings so that
City and Davey staff were well prepared for the intricacies of the
historic district inventories.

In both the Springfield and Mandarin Road historic districts, City Forester Don Robertson faced a three-fold
challenge: managing emergency tree work, prioritizing
routine maintenance and replacement planting, and
maintaining the historic, cultural, and aesthetic appeal
of the neighborhoods. To deal effectively with those concerns, Robertson needed modern urban forestry management tools that would help him precisely locate and
map the public trees, assess conditions, identify critical
maintenance and planting needs, and provide information to guide the future management of these natural
and cultural resources.
The tools the City of Jacksonville needed to meet these
multi-faceted urban forestry program objectives were a
Each Patriarch Tree was inspected thoroughly. Only an aerial
inspection would have revealed this defect and potential safety risk. comprehensive, computerized, GIS-based tree inventory,
an in-depth, site-specific management plan, an innovarecords, combined with the high levels of destruction, tive, on-line tree inventory database management promade for a “perfect storm” of loss for the historic district gram, and the use of new and defensible cost-benefit
and the City.
analysis models.
In the Mandarin Road historic district, tree age, not
catastrophic storm damage, is the catalyst for tree
decline and potential loss of urban forest canopy cover.
Mandarin Road is a unique historic municipal treasure.
This public right-of-way meanders near the St. Johns
River for approximately four miles. It is lined with century-old trees, known locally as “Patriarch Trees,” that
are draped with Spanish moss. These Patriarch Trees,
primarily live oaks (Quercus virginiana), lend an incredible distinction to the roadway. They have witnessed the
settlement of the St. Johns River area, welcomed Harriet
Beecher Stowe to her winter home, and kept pace with
the vibrant growth rate of the City of Jacksonville.
However, throughout their long lives, the Patriarch
Trees have not benefited from proactive maintenance
or planned protection. They have been damaged and
adversely affected by increased traffic and development
along what was once a remote rural lane. These trees are
nearing the natural end of their expected lifespan, but
their remaining service lives could be extended if immediate and appropriate management actions are taken.
www.urban-forestry.com

In 2006, Jacksonville contracted with Davey Resource
Group to first conduct a public tree inventory in the
Springfield neighborhood. The intention was to give
the Jacksonville forestry staff the information needed to
determine the overall post-storm state of the urban forest and identify any remaining trees that posed a safety
risk. Knowing the composition and relative condition of
the trees would allow the City to take the necessary preventive maintenance steps to lessen the impact of future
storms and sustain a more vigorous community forest.
The GIS location and tree attribute data was gathered,
stored, and managed using Davey’s TreeKeeper Online.
This software allows anyone at any time anywhere to
access the inventory data; all forestry staff, City leaders,
and even the citizens can view their urban forest information using the Internet.
Based on the success and obvious benefits of having the
inventory data and on-line software program, as well as
the unique management needs identified, Councilperson
Sharon Copeland commissioned a second inventory for
the historic easement that encompasses Mandarin Road.
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immediate need of proactive maintenance to prevent
further loss and reduce risk from insect or disease threats,
storm damage, or intrusion by non-native species.
The inventory also allowed the City to finally document
the value of environmental and economic benefits the
urban forest provides to the neighborhood and City in
general. Using the inventory data and the U.S. Forest
Service’s i-Tree STRATUM cost/benefit model, it was
determined that Springfield’s urban forest provides
$1,106,100 in annual storm water mitigation, air quality
improvement, energy consumption reduction, and real
estate benefits. Based on City expenditures for managing Springfield’s urban forest, for every $1 spent, the
return to the City is $8 in annual benefits.
GPS equipment was used to precisely locate each Patriarch Tree.
Using the City’s GIS data, a map was created to facilitate management and to be used for public education.
Table 5. STRATUM Annual Benefit Analysis for Mandarin Road

Benefit

Annual Dollars per Tree

Total Annual Benefit

Energy Savings

$20.47

$18,196

Avoided and
Sequestered
Carbon Dioxide

$4.11

$3,652

Stormwater Runoff
Reduction

$32.19

$28,613

Aesthetic, Property
Value, Social, Economic,
and Other Benefits
TOTAL

Results – Mandarin Road
$69.02

$61,356

$125.79

$111,817

Using the inventory data analysis and the STRATUM benefits
model, it was revealed that the trees along Mandarin Road provided much more than historic value to the City.

All public trees were mapped and inventoried along the
entire length of the road, with extra attention given to
the Patriarch Trees, targeted for more intensive condition
and risk assessments. After the evaluation, the inventory data was added to the TreeKeeper software and
a mature tree management plan created. These tools
will serve to assist the city forester, elected officials, and
the residents to determine priority preservation needs,
generate program funding, allocate resources, manage
equipment and personnel assignments, and provide
educational resources for tree care in general.
Results– Springfield District
With the completion of the inventory mapping, and the
data analysis made possible by TreeKeeper Online, the
City now has an accurate assessment of the Springfield
Historic District’s urban forest. Over 19,000 trees and
5,500 planting sites were mapped and assessed. The
inventory revealed telling and useful data for proper management. For example, it was determined that the water
oaks (Quercus nigra) and laurels (Laurus nobilis) planted
at the turn of the last century are in decline and are in
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The goal of the City of Jacksonville, the Florida Division
of Forestry, and the Springfield Preservation and
Revitalization Council is to assure safety for residents and
visitors to the Springfield Historic District. These urban
forestry partners want to manage the forest canopy
cover to maximize the environmental and economic benefits of trees for the entire neighborhood. And everyone
wants to maintain and enhance that part of the ambiance and charm of the historic district that only trees can
provide. With the GIS-based inventory and innovative
use of tree data software programs, all these goals are
being realized in Springfield.
Along Mandarin Road, the double challenge is to keep
the historic character of the area alive while maintaining
a low-risk right-of-way by proactively and properly managing the Patriarch Trees. The inventory, targeted condition assessment, and customized management plan
for over-mature, historic trees were the modern urban
forestry tools used to address the challenge.
The three-step process began with an inventory of all
public trees along Mandarin Road. A total of 890 trees
were mapped and assessed. Based on the initial findings,
a more thorough evaluation of 125 of the oldest live
oak trees was performed by an ISA-certified Municipal
Specialist. Each Patriarch Tree was described by size,
spread, and symmetry, and its condition was noted
with attention to insect, disease, or structural damage.
When needed, a Resistograph was used to determine
the extent of internal decay, and strength loss calculations were performed. Tree locations were evaluated
with regard to space type and dimensions, competition
from infrastructure elements, and root disturbance. The
data include baseline information about the health,
stability, and susceptibility to pests and diseases of each
specimen. For this inventory, each tree was located
using global positioning systems (GPS) equipment. The
precise location data are necessary to coordinate future
construction activities such as roadway improvement or
utility projects.
continued on pg. 31…
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City Trees

Providers of progressive urban
forestry management services to
a national client base.

Do you have a defensible tree
risk management plan?
Does your inventory steer
you or do you manage it?
Is a clear logic model at the
core of your management plan?
Do you occasionally
require external consults?
Does your program reflect
your documented policies?
Natural Path Urban Forestry
5455 S. Ingleside Ave, Suite 1E
Chicago, IL 60615
www.naturalpathforestry.com
email: natpath@earthlink.net

(773) 699-7284
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R O U N D T A B L E

Building Bridges with City Departments, Part ll

When elected officials, planners, engineers, urban foresters, and other stakeholders work together, they can create truly livable cities.
Photos: Steve Cothrel

with them so that we can send a large knuckleboom truck to pick up woody debris as necessary.

Roundtable participant and Milwaukee, Wisconsin Forestry Services
Manager David Sivyer says, “Like trees in rural forests that are associates of various symbiotic plant communities, MAs exist in a community of municipal professionals that has symbiotic potential. To effectively manage urban forest resources, MAs must be equipped with
skills and knowledge that extend well beyond forestry and other
science-based curriculums to design and engineering, construction
management, political science, and interpersonal relations.”

3. Urban Forestry and the EPB have done joint training
for the following: Certified Arborist training, Electrical
Line Hazard training, and Bucket Truck Rescue.

In this issue, we hear about bridge-building relationships from Gene
Hyde of Chattanooga, Tennessee; Gordon Mann of Redwood City,
California; Nolan Rundquist of Seattle; and Melinda Adams of Fort
Worth, Texas.

5. The EPB has adopted the standard of “lateral
pruning” for powerline clearance.

Building Bridges in Chattanooga:
A. Working with the Electric Utility–The Electric Power
Board (EPB) of Chattanooga
1. In 2006 we piggybacked on a contract with the
EPB for pruning and removal services. We were
able to achieve economy of scale through the
bidding process. Also, since the same contractor,
Asplundh, provides crews for both the EPB and
the City of Chattanooga, it works out well when a
crew member from the power side is assigned to
our urban forestry crew or vice versa. The individual does not drop in wages or raises—something
that has eliminated the anger and resentment
once a factor when switching crew members.
2. The EPB does not remove wood from on-site tree
take-downs. We have worked out an arrangement
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4. This year the EPB funded our Tree Commission
Annual Awards Banquet to the tune of $1,500.

6. The EPB requests permission for the removal of any tree
on the ROW, and rarely do we refuse this request.
7. We notify the EPB when we see problems that
are of concern to them.
8. We have agreed to share GIS data when we have
compatible systems.
9. We have a strong plan-review function during
the building permitting process. I have made it a
priority to request our reviewer to ensure that no
large trees are scheduled for planting under distribution lines. In this way, we head off potential
conflicts between the lines and trees.
10. Unfortunately, we sometimes have budget shortfalls, and when this occurs the EPB has graciously
agreed to let our contract crew work with them
doing power line clearance until we get to the
City Trees

